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Book Descriptions:
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Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other
manual For this no need registration. May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical
shock. Instead, contact your nearest service center. Note! To open downloaded files you need
acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu
viewer to open them. These free programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use opera
you have to disable opera turbo function to download file. If you cannot download this file, try it with
CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Translate this page Relevant AUDIO forum topics Fusion PAA600P
Rec vegfok jobb oldala nem mukodik MEGOLDVA. Sajnos rajzot nem talaltam hozza. A jobb oldalon
7V dc van a kimeneten es vilagit a protect led, de ennek ellenere a vedelem rele meghuz bekapcsolas
utan, amit nem ertek. Ha lekotom a kimenetrol a vedelmet a protect led akkor is vilagit es meghuz a
rele. Ez is erdekes. Az elkok nagy reszet mar valaki elottem cserelte, valamint a gyari KT818 es
KT819 vegtranyok helyett BD 317 es BD318 tettek bele, amibol 3 par egy gyartmany es valoszinuleg
egy sorozatbol valo a rajtuk levo adatok alapjan, de a 4. par 2 fele gyarto termeke. Kiforrasztva
megmertem mind a 8dbot, valamint a meghajtokat es a tobbi kis tranyot is a panelon, de egyik sem
zarlatos, vagy szakadt. Ellenallasok es diodak is jok. 2 szerelonel is jart, de ok sem tudtak vele mit
kezdeni es sajnos eddig nekem sem sikerult. Tehat gondolom ebbol kifolyolag van a kimeneten 7V
koruli dc. Mar atneztem amit lehetett, de rajz nelkul gozom sincs merre induljak el, illetve hol
keressem a hibat. Lenne egy ilyen hangfalpar,amin elporladtak a peremek,ujra szeretnem peremezni
nos az lenne a kerdesem hogy Sal peremet erdemes ra tenni. Vagy rendeljek a H2000 tol
peremet,azert kerdezem a H2000 peremeket nem igazan ismerem, es ezert nem tudom eldonteni
hogy melyik perem a tarosabb.
TZsolt.http://lembit.ru/userfiles/boston-acoustics-hps-10se-manual.xml

carvin valve master 100 manual, 1.0, carvin valve master 100 manual.

virtualis cd tar Sziasztok olyan kerdessel keressel fordulnek hozzatok hogy talaltam neten egy ien
virtualis cd tarat Most kerult hozzam ez a pioneer autoradio, semmit nem tudok vele csinalni, mert
demo modban van. Mindegyik gombot probaltam nyomni de semmire nem reagal. Similar manuals
You can write in English language into the forum not only in Hungarian. You may find documents
other than justI purchased the rack mounts, but I want to mount the ante.I Suspect The Fuse
6.3a250v Need One The numbers and letters ar. Subscribe to our free newsletter Request a new
review I went home and study I did.And am I glad I did. I went back a week later to buy, but much to
my shagrin,IT WAS GONE. Now what Living in Calif.,I am near 3 Carvin stores and after visiting
one,I found out this amp had been discontinued but given a new suit of clothes and renamed.But I
wanted that one. I think that the general aesthetics of the amp are somewhat less than pleasing.It
has chicken head knobs and black carpet covering.There was not a lot of design in the presentation
of the outside as there was on the inside.This model has been redesigned since 95 with black tolex
and round silver knobs and is called the MTS 212.Coming from the old school of amps, I would liked
to have seen a vibrato circuit installed.It takes a little patience to dial in a tone that you like,so if
your in a hurry and dont want to spend the time twiddling the knobs,than you probably will get
frustrated. These controls are not interactive,which basically means that each knob is independantly
heard so the sound is balanced in that the treble and bass blend well without muddying up.You need
to study the manual and play it till you FEEL how it operates.Once you get the hang of it, its like
listening to your favorite radio station. The unit is built with plywood and not pressed wood.This is
an advantage as it makes carrying the amp lighter and giving it a better
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resonance.http://sfera-vlad.ru/img/boston-acoustics-hps-12ho-manual.xml

High quality electronics were used such as precision film resistors to prevent excessive noise.It uses
Mylar caps that have a tighter tolreance and help to reduce microphonics.There are no ICS or
transisters,giving it a purer overall sound. It has a high input impedance of 2.2 megohm which is 2.2
times greater than other amps having 1 meg ohms.This guards against high frequency loss from
misloading guitar pickups.The reverb tank is a quality accutronics unit.This is an extremely well
engineered piece of equipment. Having played guitar for 35 yrs and have owned every amp from
HOODO to VOODO, I would hesitate to compare this to another name brand amp as it is so
subjective and each amp has its own special something that draws you to it.For someone on a
budget,I would suggest you compare this and other Carvin amps to modern boutique amps that are
much costlier and decide for yourself.I think the lack of advertising and endorsements have kept this
company hidden and somewhat ignored. They sell without a middle man and can keep the costs
down on their product. This amp is a diamond in the rough,and it took me along time to get off the
name brand bus and smell the roses. This review was originally published on Did you find this review
helpful yes no. An effects loop and spring reverb.Normally associated with the baffle V412 this is the
one I use also with. UTILIZATION Extremely simple configuration it works like most amps.SOUNDS
This is not necessarily the sound Im looking too hot for me.OVERALL OPINION I have over 10 years
but few served as living in apartments and released the group play for quite some time once he has
almost never changed and has very few flight hours. When I bought it brand carvin was found in
France bought in Germany. I tried the marshall and peavey classic, unfortunately I was not
experienced enough to be able to correctly identify my needs. Carvin is a good brand of amps even if
it is not necessarily widespread menfin Steve Vai plays it anyway.

and it can not have the same sound as everyone else. 2 of 3 people found this review helpful Did you
find this review helpful yes no By using our services, you agree to our use of cookies. Find out more.
Please contact them to ask about shipping. Well cared forthis amp was bought new in 1995. The
reverb is not working on this amp. Two of the pots are a little scratchy. Great tone, plenty of volume.
Can be switched from 50 to 100 watts. Includes Carvin cover, footswitch and manual.Please check
the fields highlighted in red.Currency. You’ve come to the right place. ServiceManuals.net has
service manuals for top brands including Carvin. ServiceManuals.net can also help you create your
own service manuals whether you need your existing service manual translated into another
language or need to create a service manual for a new consumer electronics product. At
ServiceManuals.net, we do it all and we can do it for you. If appears, then the manual is available for
immediate download and you will receive the information right after placing your order We will then
attempt to locate the service manual for you and in most cases get back to you within 24 hours. We
have 22 Carvin Diagrams, Schematics or Service Manuals to choose from, all free to download.This
Website contains a compilation of information already available elsewhere on the internet and
therefore considered to be in the public domain. We make every effort to ensure the information
contained here is as accurate as possible, but we will not be responsible for any errors or omissions,
or anything resulting thereof. However, we do not accept any liability for any loss, damage or
inconvenience, of any kind, as a result of downloading any information from this site. Always scan
any information downloaded from the internet with an up to date virus scanner before opening the
downloaded information. Since its miced can I get away with just using a 1x12 cab. Would this sound
good.

Or should I try to get a 1x15 since its going to be a single speaker.Im looking for a smoother clear
sound. I think it has a bit more high end detail, but still has smooth uppermids. The clips sound great
to me. Anything else by WGS is risky powerwise, and would be more chimey. I say, why not I like
that the 50W mode of the amp actually cuts out 2 tubes rather than run the set in triode mode.
Pentode mode is more dynamic. I imagine is adjusts the OT impedance as well. JJ are a good current
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production choice. Ive gone into preamp tube suggestions b4. I still like the JJ short, medium and
long plate type mix, but there are other options for the same type of response. True that tube
choices dont make near as much tonal difference as a speaker, but they can add a certain touch
response and harmonic character you might prefer. Ill probably pick this one up next paycheck then.
Ive heard conflicting things about ohms though. I know my amp can handle 4 8 and 16 but does it
really affect the tone that much.With tube amps, the issue is that they only perform at optimum
standards when the tubes reflect see the proper impedance for the tubes and circuit design. I cant
find any other demos, but I suspect it will sound superb when broken in. You should be able to run
just two power tubes in the amp with the power set to 50W with no problem considering that it
disables two tubes anyway. Tube pairs are usually configured as the inside and outside socket set. If
theres no output from one socket pair, just switch the tubes to the other socket pair. As I say,
6L6GClike sounding power tubes including EL34 types like the JJ 6CA7 or the earlier distorting
EL34II might be a better choice with the 12L. It depends what you are after. Those amps are old
enough now to at least have the caps checked for leakage, and Id have the bias set up for a warm
clear sound as well. That amp also has DC heater filaments in the V1 and V2 sockets to eliminate any
early hum that would otherwise be amplified.

The 2.2M Ohm input impedance will make the guitar resonant peak a tad stronger and sharper, but
there are a few easy ways to remedy that if its not to your taste. It really seems like an overall smart
design worth keeping.and tweaking if desired. I read that the dirty channel can be altered to
SLO100 specs. That and a more beefy Classictone OT might be worthwhile future mods. Musicians
Unite To Save SmallTown USA. How Playing Guitar Makes You Better and Improves Your Life Older
Korean Made vs Newer Indoneasian PRS SE Guitars More Subscribe to Our Newsletter Signing up
for our newsletter will keep you informed of promos and speaker giveaways. A new line was
introduced, also The 2channelThe 50W amp was based on the VT50This head also sported someIt
featured two channels, one for lead, andThe unit also featured an effectsThe VM412 single stack
usedPrice on thisThese sold forThe VM212, with single cabinet. With these schematics you can
easily find the problem if you have little electronic knowledge. This DVD PC and Mac compatible
contents more than 450 PDF files Adobe Reader XI !!!. The files are not compressed to save on DVD
cost. You will see all the files as you open it in your PC or Mac computer. All the files are listed by
models numbers, so very easy to find the critical information. You will always have all the
informations of your gear with you to give to your repair shop. Note Shipping time is about 26 weeks
in average all around the world by regular air postal service. All files are in PDF Adobe Reader XI
version that can be easily downloaded free on the web. Need all those files fast by email. No
problem, just send me a message when you will buy. In this case, a dropbox download link will be
send 220MB, but no DVD will be shipped by mail FOR CANADIAN BUYERS ONLY SALES TAXES
GST, PST, HST will be added in the Ebay final invoice. No Sales Taxes for USA and International
buyers.

If you need 1 or 2 service schematics file to beging a fast repair or If you need specific model not on
the list below, just send me a message and I will be pleased to help you.Super high amount of views.
37 sold, 3 available. More Super high amount of views. 37 sold, 3 available. You are the light of the
world. Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to
change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not
recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions
opens in a new window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Learn more
opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new
window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab
See the sellers listing for full details. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a



postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 3. If you dont follow our item condition policy for returns, you may not receive a full refund.
Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a business if the
goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont match the sellers description. More
information at returns. Recommended seller!!! Recommend ! All Rights Reserved. User Agreement,
Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. This Series III model is the
earlyThe clean channel has beenThey give a nice vintage, bouncy round tone. The Carvin Quad X
preamp has beenI dont knowCarvin AC120 Case. SKB 6space rack These go to channels 1, 2 and 3.

The rear panel hasI had a couple of reversible mods done to my T100 to give it It works! See the
image below. The modification schematic is listed Wire paths inAt rear, there is an impedance
switchBut when I doThese speakers are rated at 20 watts eachBecause it has aThe design ofBut
when attenuated and run along with the 4x12, it can add a lot to the amps. Includes Carvin cover,
footswitch and manual. 943 Views 13 Watchers Product Specs Very Good Read More Yooptone
Music Village Shopping Center We have answers. Please check your inbox, and if you can’t find it,
check your spam folder to make sure it didnt end up there. Please also check your spam folder. With
8 heavy duty ten inch woofers and an adjustable 1” Titanium HF Driver, your sound will be crisp and
clear even at the highest sound pressure levels.Just rock it back and roll it off stage. In the event you
have to reship your unit, always use the original carton and packing material. This will provide the
best possible protection during shipment. CARVIN and the shipping company are not liable for any
damage caused by improper packing. SHIPMENT SHORTAGE. If you find items missing, they may
have been shipped separately. Please allow several days for the rest of your order to arrive before
inquiring. Keep your portion of the card and return the portion with your name and comments to us.
This will allow you to cut high frequencies in 3dB increments to customize the cabinet output. Be
sure to note the total impedance to the amp so it is not lower than it’s recommended impedance.
Excessive power will destroy drivers. 2 DISTORTION from power amps will destroy drivers much
faster than clean power. 3 WATER, MOISTURE, and DUST are harmful to drivers causing failure
which is not covered under warranty. Warranty coverage is limited to original manufactures defects
only. WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER 1 Opened or burned voice coils. 2 Torn cones caused by
improper packing or abuse. 3 Damage from rain, moisture, ETC.

When returning defective drivers, remove them from the enclosure to reduce shipping costs. DO
NOT stuff paper into the drivers. Return prepaid by UPS. Include your address and description of
the problem. Your drivers will be returned COD for the cost of shipping and reconditioning if not
covered under warranty. It is an all hand wired amp made by Mr. Chuck Dean of Retro. It has a two
speed tremolo unit operating on channel two. Iincluded in the sale of the amp is the two speed
tremolo foot switch. Also included is a hard shell road case that was special ordered for this combo
amp that helps keep it looking like new. This amp was very recently serviced by an experienced amp
tech.This amp is in excellent working condition.Click to close full size.More than 30 years later. We
are still committed to offering the right product at the right price, backed by our expert advice and
customer service. Some items we sell can ship internationally. Check theShipping and payments tab
to confirm if your item is eligible for international shipment. Please Note Import duties. Taxes, and
charges are not included in the item price or shipping cost. These charges are the buyers
responsibility. Please check with your countrys customs office to determine what these additional
costs will be prior to bidding or buying. Terms 60Day Best Price Guarantee Buy with confidence. If
you find a lower advertised price from any authorized U.S. dealer. Call or email us. Well match any
verifiable advertised price before or after the sale. If youve already purchased from us and find a
lower advertised price within 60 days of your purchase, contact us via phone or email and well
refund the difference after verification. For Internet requests. Please email us via product
availability and pricing and have the competing website addresspreferably the specific product page
URL included for our representative. Well ver Comes in original manufacturers box and packaging.



Shipping to lower 48 US States only.

Returns 14 days after receipt accepted only if item is not as described. Brand new Quartet of JJ
EL34s Cabinet comes with Casters for easy movement. Our amp tech has thoroughly gone through
this amp everything is in working order.Features Four 12 in. UK Speakers Mono Cabinet 300 watts
max power 16 ohms slant version Thanks all for looking. Please note that we do not ship to P.O.
Boxes.. more Paypal Confirmed Shipping Address Only. Music Go RoundWoodbury. MN About US
We are an independently owned Music Go Round franchise store in Woodbury. MNTwin Cities Area
Owned and operated by musicians for musicians of all types and levels, we thrive on buying and
selling used musical instruments while providing excellent, fair service to those who sell to us and
buy from us. That is why we have SO MUCH cool used gear in stock. You can check our website out
by searching the internet for Music Go Round in Woodbury, MN for more cool gear. Auction Policies
Paypal items must be shipped to Confirmed addresses only. Please verify this before sending
payment through your Paypal account. Paypal Payments must be received within 2 Days. Items will
ship usually within 14 business weekdays after Paypal payment is received. Winning bidders must
respond within 2 days. Items are represented up front and honestly. If a clarification is not made via
email or in the item description. Please do not bid based upon your personal assumptions. We will
try and work toward the resolution of any issue that comes up. Please call or email us immediately if
there is a problem. We are ea It has a really great sound and works 100% other than the reverb,
which can be fixed easily. If youre looking for a cheap version of a Mesa Dual Rec, this is it. Will ship
but if you deal locally, its cheaper for you. This is the description from the manual This B52 Stealth
Series ST100A has a 100% pure. Alltube signal path, incredible tone and a wide array of guitarist
friendly features.

It combines Russian Sovtek 6L6 power tubes with 12AX7 preamp tubes for solid tube tone and
classic breakup. This roadworthy head provides serious musicians with monstrous gain. Extreme
levels of distortion and a sparkling clean channel.Auction includes the EVH 5150 III footswitch. Eds
amps have a really amazing tone and sound huge. Surprisingly these amps have an amazing clean
tone along with Eds signature brown sound rythm and lead tones. Amp will be packaged
professionally and shiped via FedEx Ground. Please let me know if you have any questions and I will
respond asap. Bid with confidence. This amp has no issues and is ready to gig and go on the road.
These are very nice heads that get super loud and sound great. They have TONS of features and
amazing tone that is often described as a blend between a Mark IV and an early dual rec. Switchable
between 100 and 60 watts with independent EQ for each channel PLUS a 5 band selectable EQ
much like a Mark IV. Great reverb. This amp is in excellent operating condition and good cosmetic
conditionit has a few scratches and nicks here and there This one comes with the original footswitch.
Amp cover, and power cable. It lived the second half of its life in my smoke free studio, but I dont
know how it lived before that. No scratchy pots or issues like that. Just awesome MESA tone. Own a
rare classic. Read about it here Link to manual I have perfect feedback for a reason. I ship fast and
my items are asor.I only buy the best and then only after doing meticulous research. This is a no
return auction with the exception of DOA or a shipping fiasco. Item is 100% as described. I will only
accept bids from buyers in the continental US.All tube 100 watts with a master volume straight outta
the factory. The most redeeming thing I can say about this amp is that it is the best sounding guitar
amplifier that I have ever heard. Its just as simple as that. You know its true.

I got this amp in fairly rough shape, considered doing a full restoration on it, then decided that that
would be a total sin in the eyes of the Lord. So I simply had it fully retubed, serviced, and I put it on
my rig to test and make sure its all ship shape and it has yet to come off. The amp not only runs
fantastic, but it sounds SO GOOD. I will happily play it until it sells and then I will ship it with a
frown on my face and a tear in my eye. Im selling amps to pay for school and I have to sell this.This
is the very amp model made famous by Pete Townshend of the Who. If youre thinking, Who the heck



is the Who. Or you can use the Googler and learn about the beginnings of all that heavy metal and
hard rock youve been listening to. Other notables we might as well mention while were in session
Jimi Hendrixthe best ever and we dont need to debate that because its undebatable when all factors
are considered Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin, Fleetwood Mac, Rush, Rolling Stones, Nirvana, etc etc.Its a
pretty gratuitous list.and it goes on and on and on.THIS very amplifier no doubt rubbed shoulders
with the best of the best. It IS from 1969 and therefore could probably tell stories if it could tell
stories. The guy I bought it from claimed it actually WAS Petes, but hes also a fat liar.although there
are a lot of other details that point tomaybe Let it be said that I am making no such claim bey They
want their secret weapon back. Here is a 1970s Laney Klipp, built in the UK. 100 watts all tube evil
power. The amp JUST came back from the shop where it had a run through and got all fixed up and
is ready to rock and roll. This amp is essentially a Supergroup in one channel, but then there is the
infamousKlipp channel. The Klipp channel is about the most evil sounding distortion ever and is
known to be Toni Iommis secret workhorse. The 100 watts is LOUD when cranked, but the amp also
sounds great at lower volumes as well, and a lot of 100 watt cant do that.

The Klipp is rare and these dont pop often.plus, the word is getting out and the values are going up.
This Klipp has the original 70s Partridge transformers. Deets Im willing to ship worldwide. But the
amp is very heavy.I reserve the right to end the auction in the event of a local sale. Feel free to ask
questions or share more details if you have them. Thanks. This Item Will COME Just as Seen in The
Photos. Nothing More, nothing Less WE TRY TO SHIP NEXT DAY AFTER PAYMENT HAS BEEN
RECEIVED EXCEPT ON WEEKENDS INTERNATIONAL SHIPMENTS WILL BE SENT AS
MERCHANDISE AND BE INSURED FOR THE FULL WINNING BID AMOUNT PLUS THE SHIPPING
FOR INSURANCE PURPOSESCHECK WITH US FOR INSURANCE COST BUYERS ARE
RESPONSIBLE FOR.RARE White! Handmade in the USA. Very cool White tolex. 100 watts of all tube
power. Single channel design. All original with no repairs. There is some tape residue by the bottom
of the controls and some minor marks and stains on the tolex. But the head is in overall very good
physical condition and perfect working order. This hard to find amp sounds absolutely amazing and
looks great in its White tolex with Gold accents. Ships with power cable. Verified Paypal accepted
from all buyers. Please email or call 7327134156 with item or payment questions before bidding.
Most buyers outside the US will be welcome. But all buyers outside the continental 48 states MUST
contact me BEFORE bidding.All items shipped internationally will be declared at their actual value.
No exceptions. NJ residents add 7% sales tax. Thanks for looking. Please check out our other
auctions Next Big Thing Guitars WE BUY USED GEAR! Available for sale is this 1981 Fender Twin
Reverb guitar amp. The Twin Reverb is the holy grail of clean Fender guitar tones. If you are looking
for volume. Headroom, or a great pedal palette, this will be your first and last stop. These amps were
originally 2x12 combos but this one has had the chassis reinstalled in a headshell. This is convenient
for weight purposes.

And it lets you combine different speakers much easier. This amp runs 6L6s in the power section and
12ax7s in the preamp. The tubes are newer and we hear no signs that they are on the way out. You
have access to 2 channels normal and vibrato. With independent EQ for each,.This amp is in GOOD
condition. The blond e tolex is a bit rough around the edges but it s till looks nice and is clean. The
normal channel mid dle knob is damaged but s till functions. Please se e all pictu res f or further
details. This amp has been tes te d and is guaranteed to be fully operational with no excess noise or
any other issues. This item is sold with our 30 day no questions asked return policy. We g uarantee
your satisf action. As always do not hesitate to contact us with any further questions. Thanks for
looking and happy bidding. Please see pictures. As they are considered part of the description.
Additional Auction Terms Unless pictured or in the item description. No additional accessories are
included! About Us. Manchester Music Mill is a locally owned and operated music store specializing
in well. Everything! WE BUY USED GEAR! Check out our Ebay store for our other listings. Shipping
PLEASE NOTE. Our handling time is THREE BUSINESS DAYS. We pack items for shipping daily but



only ship out of MONDAY. WEDNESDAY, and THURSDAY. Please note that we use the Ebay
shipping calculato This is a nice MINT CONDITION Blackstar 100 Watt All Tube Guitar Head. Works
perfectly. Not a scratch on it, just like new. Sounds fantastic! SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
International rates may vary. All International bidders must email for shipping quote. The shipping
calculator wont help you. If you have less than 5 feedback please contact me prior to bidding or your
bid will be canceled. Check out the pics and email with any questions. I can take more pics if you
need them just send your email address and whatin particular youd like to see. HAVE FUN. GOOD
LUCK AND MAY THE BEST EBAYER WIN!

These amps are pretty awesome. Its basically a wellbuilt Fender Twin Reverbor a Fender PA 100
stuffed into a cushiony Kustomish head cab. Finding any of these 2000 series EARTH tube heads is a
score. Each of the 4 channels have 2 inputs and their own volume. There is also a Master Reverb and
Master Gain which surprisingly, and unlike the 70s Fenders that Earth was trying to copy, sounds
pretty good. There are 4 power tubes6L6s and 9nine.Works as it should and sounds GREAT. If you
are not within the 48 statesi.e. Alaska. Hawaii, or anywhere else in the world you MUST email me
before you bid. If you have any questions.. more PLEASE email me. PAYPAL only please. THANKS
for looking! Oh. Please check out my other auctions for more vintage gear! I am the original owner.
And the amp has resided in my smoke free home and was never gigged. This amp balances an
absolutely superb clean channel, with a MASSIVE sounding gain channel. This amp contains 12Ax7
tubes in the preamp, and 4 EL34s in the power amp. This also ships with the matching footswitch.
Ohm selector. more switch for 4. 8 or 16ohm output. Red LEDs light the box for a distinctive look on
stage. Along with a unique hexagon pattern front grille and etched zinc logo. All components
specifically specd and tested by Diamond before inclusion in the product. Properly designed.
Tubedriven effects loopshorting jack so the loop will automatically engage when cables are plugged
in and disengage when cables are removed Front panel Effects Return control that acts as an overall
master when loop is engaged for quick overall volume adjustment. This auction is for the Continental
US only. And payment is due immediately upon completion of the auction. Paypal is the only
accepted method of payment. Good luck and happy bidding! Comes with foot switch and a custom
vinyl cover, made in the USA. Free domestic shipping and no reserve. See Marshall website for more
detail. Happy bidding!


